SERVICE BULLETIN No. M ATL – 02 – 10
POSSIBLE USE OF PILOT PARACHUTE PV-031-1 WITH ATL – 88 PARACHUTE SERIES

1. CONCERNS: Emergency parachutes:
   ATL - 88, Type approval to use in civil aviation S-101-02/15-92,
   ATL - 88/90, Type approval to use in civil aviation S-103-02/46-96,
   ATL - 88/92 - S, Type approval to use in civil aviation S-101-02/44-96,
   ATL - 88/98 - S, Type approval to use in civil aviation S- 82- 03.

2. REASON: Termination of production of the pilot parachute PV-031.

3. PROCEEDING: It is approved to replace the currently used pilot parachute PV-031 with a pilot parachute PV-031-1 at the above mentioned emergency parachutes.

4. APPROVAL: This Service Bulletin describes possible use of pilot parachute PV-031-1 at the ATL – 88 parachute series as an unimportant change to technical conditions TPF 01 – 5348 – 89 of ATL emergency parachutes, which was approved by a Design organization by MarS a.s. Jevíčko.

5. VALIDITY: From the issue date.

6. ATTACHMENTS: -

7. ISSUE DATE: In Jevíčko on June 16th 2010

   Ing. Jaroslav Sedlák
   Head of technical department, MarS a.s. Jevíčko
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